Data protection explanation
The protection of your data is a special concern to us. We process your data exclusively on basis of
the legal regulations.
General
The use of our web page is normally possible without information of personal data.
So far on our sides personal data (for example, name, address or email addresses)
are raised, this occurs, so far possibly, always on voluntary base. These data become without your
explicit approval not into three parts transmitted. We point to the fact, that
Data transfer on the Internet (e. g. , with the communication by e-mail) security gaps can show.
A complete protection of the data before the access by third is not possible.
Contact form
If you hand over inquiries to us by contact form, becomes your information from him
Inquiry form including the contact data given by you there for the purpose of treatment of the
inquiry and for the case of connection questions with us stored.
However, their overnight inquiry is able only from you used and electronically to us
are dispatched, if you this data protection and data use explanation by clicking
expressly agree.
Cookies
Our website uses so-called Cookies. Besides, it concerns small text files, with
help of the browser on your terminal are filed. They cause no damage.
We are of use Cookies to form our offer in a user-friendly way. Some Cookies remain on theirs
Terminal stored, until you extinguish this. They allow it to us, your browser with the next
To recognise visit. If you do not wish this, you can furnish your browser in such a way,
the fact that he informs you about the putting of Cookies and you permit this only in particular cases.
Withthe deactivation of Cookies the functionality of our website can be limited.
SSL encoding
This side is of use for reasons of the security and for the protection of the transference of
confidential contents, how
for example, of the inquiries which you send to us as a side operator, a SSL encoding. One
you recognise coded connection by the fact, that the address line of the browser of "http://" on

"https://" changes and in the castle symbol in your browser line. If the encoding SSL
is activated, the data which you transmit to us cannot be coread by third.
Your rights
To you the rights stand basically on information, correction, deletion, restriction,
Data transferability, cancellation and contradiction to. If you think that the processing of your data
offends against the data protection right or your data protection-juridical claims, otherwise, in a
manner.
You achieve us under the following contact data
Die Küchenprofis-Schranz & Wolf GmbH
Kampleweg 2
6522 Prutz
Tel. 05472 2296
prutz@kuechenprofis.at

